Before I start to talk about exciting new features which we will be added to Pumpkin Craft in the coming weeks, I just wanted to take a moment to thank all of those who Believe in Pumpkin Craft and our vision of what a Minecraft server should be. We have been totally overwhelmed with the support we have received in the past two weeks we have been open. In my opinion, our friendly/ kind community has already started to form because 2 Helpers have been promoted to Moderators and our helper slots are nearly full again. Again, I would just like to say Thank you for supporting us and let's continue together on the journey of improving Pumpkin Craft. In fact, the whole reason I am contacting you today is to inform you about the recent changes and improvement work which will soon be commencing on Pumpkin Craft!

Since the server launched around two weeks ago, both me and Rhys have been thinking hard about what we can do, in order to improve your overall experience whilst playing on Pumpkin Craft. Below is a list of features in which you can look forward to in the very near future.

**New Plug-ins**

As you probably know, we do not believe in creating a server with 100+ plugins as we believe this takes away from the core Minecraft experience which, hopefully, you are looking for. If you want to play Mini Games, then there is Hypixel and we never set out to be like them, because it would be impossible to compete against them. However, we still believe that a few, lightweight plugins can actually improve upon the game play without completely changing its purpose. As you all probably know, our server does use the Economy Plugin as well as a physical “Market” where that money can be spent. But, we do not offer every item and in order to counter this issue, we have now implemented an Auction style plug-in so players can sell their own item to others. We think this feature will be very popular with most of our users and cannot wait to see you enjoying it.

Also, we are in the process of setting up a Vote chest system which will allow players to vote for our server and receive a key to unlock a crate in order to gain some items at random.

**Spawn Changes**

One of the most exciting improvements which is coming soon is a completely redesigned server spawn. We have always thought that the spawn was a ‘temporary’ solution until we thought of something better and now the time has come to replace the over used ‘Castle Spawn’ for something a little more unique and fun!!

Make sure you continue to check the forums to keep updated on other server related news.

leeroni – Your server Owner